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Louis’ Wicking Garden Bed Recipe 
 
Ingredients: 

1 garden bed frame 3 sleepers high 
1 piece of good quality pond liner 

several large rags or pieces of styrofoam 
20 small flat head nails (optional) 
2m 90mm PVC pipe 
1 90mm PVC elbow 

2 90mm PVC end caps 

~ 1/3 m3 scoria 
1 piece of weedmat 

~ ½ m3 mushroom compost 
1 bale pea straw 

1 bag quality organic compost 
herbs and vegetable seedlings 

 
Tools: 

� spanner 
� drill 
� hammer 
� hacksaw 

� knife or scissors 
� shovel 
� watering can 

 
Notes: 

For the three wicking garden beds that 2010 workshop participants 
contributed to constructing: 

� the frame was the “e-wood” product ‘1250 x 1200 Triple Stack Yum 
e-Yard’; 

� the pond liner was a 2m length (min. purchase) of a 2m wide 
product; 

� some scoria and mushroom compost was left over (probably due to 
the generous serving provided by Bulleen Art and Garden); 

� the weedmat was a 2m length (min. purchase) of the 1.8m wide 
product; 

� the PVC pieces and nails were sourced from a hardware store; all 
other ingredients were sourced from Bulleen Art and Garden. 
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Method: 
� Construct the garden bed frame on a level surface 
� Drill guide holes inside the frame near the top of the bottom sleeper 

(optional) 

� Clear debris from the ground inside the frame to ensure there are no 
sharp objects that will damage the pond liner 

� Carefully place the pond liner inside the frame so that the top is in line 

with the top of the bottom sleeper, with a little folded over; cut off the 
excess 

� Line the corners of the frame with a thick layer of rags or pieces of 
styrofoam to protect the pond liner from the bolts 

� Secure the pond liner with the nails 
� Cut the PVC pipe into ~1.3m and 0.7m lengths 
� Drill large holes or cut slots in the long piece of pipe 

� Place an end cap and the elbow on the ends of the long piece of pipe and 
attach the short piece to the elbow 

� Place the assembled pipe in the bed, with the long piece diagonally 
across the bottom and the short piece vertical 

� Carefully add the scoria until it is level with the top of the pond liner and 

bottom sleeper 
� Fill the reservoir with water to check that the scoria is level and just 

immersed 
� Cover the scoria with the weedmat, cutting slits to fit it over the vertical 

pipe; some water should come through the weedmat 

� Fill the bed to 10cm from the top with mushroom compost; the contact 
with the reservoir starts the wicking process 

� Fill the top 10cm with water-soaked pea straw 
� Make holes in the pea straw and fill with organic compost 
� Plant seedlings in the compost 

� Water well with a watering can to settle in the plants 

 

Tips: 
� Construct the bed on a level surface to ensure even wicking and 

overflow; concrete is ideal 
� If constructing on soil, stamp down the surface well to prevent uneven 

slumping later 
� Don’t plant seedlings directly into mushroom compost; it’s too alkaline 
� Use a good quality pond liner that will last a long time 

� Using reclaimed timber for the frame is a good alternative to the e-wood 

 
 
 

 


